


RUSKIN Bags are crafted by two brothers and
their small team of artisans in Rome.

This is the kind of authentic, artisanal
craftsmanship that has irreplaceable value, not
for reasons of nostalgia, but because skilled
human hands are capable of sensitivity and
emotion that can never be replicated by a
machine.

ARTISANAL 



THE ASTER

ITALIAN NAPPA LEATHER

RUSKIN
LEATHER  



CLUTCH 
CON CINTA

CLUTCH CON CINTA

ITALIAN NAPPA LEATHER

CLUTCH CON CINTA

ITALIAN NAPPA LEATHER



CLUTCH CON CINTA

ITALIAN NAPPA LEATHER



THE BENNET  



The Bennet Bucket could stand on tactility alone

and yet the subtle curves, sleek lines, and fine

materials conspire to create a perfectly

proportioned visual delight. 

 Crafted from Italian Calf leather, notable for its

deep shadowy furrows and silky smooth but

pebbled texture. 

THE 
BENNET  
BUCKET



THE 
CAMILLE 
 RANGE

Deftly striking the

balance between

practical functionality

and sophisticated polish,

the Camille range brings

pure, understated charm.



THE CAMILLE CLUTCH

ITALIAN NAPPA LEATHER



THE CAMILLE BAG

THE CAMILLE CLUTCH



THE 
ASTER

IN SLATE ITALIAN

NAPPA LEATHER



THE 
NARA BUCKET



RUSKIN
TWEED  



Creativity thrives in this new

design that strikes a truly original

expression. Using artisanal craft in

an innovative way, the Kepler

backpack optimises the use of our

low impact Herdwick tweed to

deliver style, comfort and

lightweight durability, in equal

measure.

THE 
KEPLER

Contemporary in spirit,
classic in technique 









THE 
QUENTIN
 

Designed to inspire a new way of

thinking about the potential of

natural materials and to reconnect

us with the value in traditional hand

crafted work. Our goal is to offer

the highest quality, aesthetic value

and durability. However, we are

equally focussed on natural material

innovation because of what it

represents, how it affects us as

humans  and because it gives us

pause to think, touch and feel.

The protagonist of modern lifestyle



"The tapestry of earthy tones in the
deep, tactile weave combined with
the full grain Italian leather,
conspire to soothe and stimulate.
The result is harmony."

THE QUENTIN 

CUSTOM HERDWICK TWEED

ITALIAN CALF LEATHER

EARTHY 
TONES



THE 
ELVET

CUSTOM HERDWICK TWEED

ITALIAN CALF LEATHER



Sheer simplicity

The Hopper backpack is handcrafted from the

most luxurious and versatile natural materials and

designed to reflect your lifestyle and personal style.

THE 
HOPPER

THE HOPPER IN CHOCOLATE

CUSTOM HERDWICK TWEED

ITALIAN CALF LEATHER



With a design language

referencing elegant

functionality, comfort and

honest materials, 

the RUSKIN tweed collection

incorporates the many

attributes inherent in the

natural wool fibre of the rare

breed Herdwick sheep from

the mountains of the English

Lake District

THE HOPPER IN TAN

SLEEK AND PRAGMATIC



THE 
CUTHBERT 

THE CUTHBERT IN TAN

CUSTOM HERDWICK TWEED 

 ITALIAN CALF LEATHER



WWW.RUSKINLONDON.COM

ruskin.london

ruskin.london

info@ruskin.london

CONTEMPORARY IN

SPIRIT, CLASSIC IN

TECHNIQUE 

Our core desire is to create designs of

enduring value that celebrate the creative

process while inspiring self-expression.

Each RUSKIN begins as a hand drawn concept

on paper and is then researched, developed and

crafted by hand from natural materials. Our

intention is to create designs with a fresh vision

that don’t just consider the solution, but engage

the senses, respect the environment, and the

artisans who have crafted each RUSKIN bag

with skill and dexterity. 


